
Tackling Islamophobia in the classroom

In October 2010 teachers, 

lecturers and other educational 

professionals from across the 

UK participated in the first 

‘Tackling Islamophobia in the 

Classroom’ conference run by 

the South Gloucestershire NUT 

at Abbeywood Community 

School in Bristol.  A series of 

talks and workshops provided 

the inspiration for this cross-

curricular learning resource, 

designed for use with Year 9 

! ! Published in conjunction with NUT and UCU 2011
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Cross-curricular learning forms the backbone of this learning resource; if we wish pupils to learn about interdependence, tolerance and community cohesion 

then these values must be clearly modeled in the way we teach.  This resource encourages sta! from di!erent areas of the curriculum to collaborate in the 

delivery of learning so that students’ exploration of issues and application of ideas transcends traditional subject boundaries.  This ‘joined-up’ approach to 

learning enables students to form a deeper understanding of the subject matter and encourages replication of the collaborative practice they see their teachers 

using.  Teachers themselves benefit from the opportunity to work with colleagues in di!erent departments, using methodology that encourages collaboration

and creativity in teaching practice.

Cross-curricular learning explained

‘the message is in the methodology we use 

as well as in the content we present’

! ! ! Robin Richardson

The learning opportunities begin with a pair 

of introductory sessions in which students 

explore key contextual issues via  a  ‘Social 

Simulation’ and set ground rules for 

learning. The subsequent learning 

opportunities are  grouped into three key 

curriculum areas:

• English and Media

• Art, Citizenship and PSE

• Maths, Science, MFL and PE

These grouped learning opportunities may 

be taught in sequence or simultaneously, 

across subject areas.



One of the  key challenges when delivering a cross-curricular learning resource is assessment.  This learning resource is designed to challenge traditional 

summative assessment methods whereby progress is measured against  assessment  criteria and a grade  or level is awarded.  In place of  this, students will work 

towards a set of ‘values’ which form the  outcome.  At the start  of the unit, students explore what these  values mean and which of the  values they consider of 

most importance to their own learning.  This enables each student to set  personalised learning targets, using the values as the basis for this.  At the end of the 

unit students have the opportunity to reflect on how  well their learning experiences have  enabled them to achieve their targets.  The 9 values were established 

by workshop participants at the  “Tackling Islamophobia‘ conference and so reflect the expertise and viewpoints of a wide range  of educational practitioners.  

The learning intentions given for each learning opportunity  mirror the traditional ‘learning objective’; each gives a summary of the intended learning that will 

take place within the given session . 

Learning intentions and outcomes

 

By the end of the 12 learning opportunities, students will:

• be more active citizens

• be able to distinguish between discrimination and victimization

• have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

• be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-evident

• be able to confidently challenge Islamophobia

• want to do as they would be done by

• feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion

• have established a common identity amongst themselves

• be able to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of news media and be able to recognize bias



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Introducing concepts: Social Simulation Activity

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Introducing concepts: Social Simulation Activity

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity •Community participation • 

Enterprise

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity •Community participation • 

Enterprise

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be 

self evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be 

self evident

PLTS

• Team workers • Self-managers • E!ective participators

PLTS

• Team workers • Self-managers • E!ective participators

WHOLE LESSON COLLAPSED FOR

SOCIAL SIMULATION ACTIVITY. 

SEE ACTIVITY PACK IN 

RESOURCES )P17( FOR DETAILED 

EXPLANATION. 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Simulation activity pack

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Simulation activity pack

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Simulation activity pack

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Simulation activity pack



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Introducing concepts-Social Simulation Debrief

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Introducing concepts-Social Simulation Debrief

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Technology and media • 

Creativity and critical thinking.

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Technology and media • 

Creativity and critical thinking.

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be 

self evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be 

self evident

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Reflective learners • Team workers 

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Reflective learners • Team workers 

STARTER

Each group should select a 

scribe, a spokesperson and a 

chairperson )teacher delegates 

roles if preferred(

Each group is )re(issued with 

their reflection sheet and should 

complete the first 3 boxes )5 

minutes(.  

MAIN

Issue each group with their 

debrief notes and ask them to 

read.  Students then discuss 

notes and attempt to respond to 

questions 3-6 on reflection 

sheet.

REFLECTION:

)needs 20 mins minimum(

Take feedback from each group, 

discussing arising issues as you 

go.

FOLLOW-UP

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Reflection sheets • Debrief notes

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Reflection sheets • Debrief notes

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Reflection sheets • Debrief notes

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Reflection sheets • Debrief notes



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Understanding concepts

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

Understanding concepts

CROSS CURRICULAR  

• Community participation • Creativity and critical thinking.

CROSS CURRICULAR  

• Community participation • Creativity and critical thinking.

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Students will explore what the outcomes for this learning 

experience will be and set ground rules

LEARNING INTENTIONS

Students will explore what the outcomes for this learning 

experience will be and set ground rules

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Reflective learners

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Reflective learners

STARTER

Recap last lesson’s simulation 

activity and now contextualise 

this in therms of deconstructing 

Islamophobia, perhaps drawing 

on debrief notes from last 

session.

Introduce the idea that the 

outcomes will be measured 

against a set of values rather 

than a set of assessment criteria 

that they will have to meet.

MAIN

Diamond 9 activity in which 

students rank the outcomes for 

the unit in order of importance 

)see notes for guidance(.

E: Students have blank cards 

into which they write their own 

values.

Take feedback from students

REFLECTION

Students complete ‘My Learning 

Targets’ sheet using example at 

the top of the page as a model.

Work with S group to support 

writing clear statements.

FOLLOW-UP

Set ground rules: class come up 

with a list of rules together 

about language that is 

acceptable to use and how to 

ensure that di!erent beliefs and 

opinions etc are respected.

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Diamond 9 cards • My Targets sheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Diamond 9 cards • My Targets sheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Diamond 9 cards • My Targets sheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Diamond 9 cards • My Targets sheet



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

ENGLISH: Fact and opinion

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Technology and media • Creativitivity and critical thinking.

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDEN

be able to evaluate the reliability an

be able to recognize bias

DENTS WILL:

and accuracy of news media and 

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • E!ectivtive participators

STARTER

Present pupils with selection of 

statements.  Pupils decide which 

are fact and which are opinion.  

Take feedback and try to 

establish how we can tell the 

di!erence.

MAIN

Explore the emotive language 

used by tabloid newspapers-

Identify the 5 ws and then look 

at the ‘1H’ by identifying key 

words.

Discuss how these words shape 

our knowledge and 

understanding of the subject.

REFLECTION

Discussion?  How much of what 

we read is absolute truth?  How 

do we find the truth?

FOLLOW-UP 

Over 2/3 lessons pupils produce 

a new version of the article 

which reports facts/opinions in 

a positive tone.

EXTENSION:

Read a broadsheet article on a 

similar subject.  Do they use 

language di!erently?

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Tabloid statements • Tabloid Tabloid article 



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

ENGLISH: Challenging stereotypes

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

ENGLISH: Challenging stereotypes

CROSS CURRICULAR and GLOBAL DIMENSION KEY CONCEPTS

• Identity and cultural diversity • Creativity and critical thinking.

CROSS CURRICULAR and GLOBAL DIMENSION KEY CONCEPTS

• Identity and cultural diversity • Creativity and critical thinking.

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-

evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-

evident

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Reflective learners

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Reflective learners

STARTER

Divide pupils into groups of 3.  

Show half the groups the photo of 

the couple and the other half, the 

photo of the man.  Individually on 

mini-whiteboards, pupils jot 

down the first ten adjectives 

which come into their head to 

describe  the person they see in 

the image.

SUPPORT: Students select 5 

adjectives from ‘Describing an 

Image’ worksheet.

MAIN

Inform students that all of these 

people are Muslims.

In groups, pupils write a mini-

biography for the person)s( 

including: where they were born, 

job, family, interests, what is 

happening in the photo etc.

Students feed back stories and 

discuss similarities/di!erences 

between their expectations of 

someone who is Muslim

REFLECTION

Give students this fact: all the 

people in the photographs died 

on the 11th September 2001.

Read/distribute to students the 

profiles from the New York Times.

You may also wish to share/

discuss the article ‘Muslim 

Victims of 9/11 Attack’. 

Finally ask students: Do we 

expect a certain type of behaviour 

from someone who is Muslim?  If 

so, why?

FOLLOW-UP

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photographs • ‘Describing an Image’ worksheet • Profiles

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photographs • ‘Describing an Image’ worksheet • Profiles

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photographs • ‘Describing an Image’ worksheet • Profiles

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photographs • ‘Describing an Image’ worksheet • Profiles



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

MEDIA STUDIES-Introductory lesson

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

MEDIA STUDIES-Introductory lesson

CROSS CURRICULAR identity and cultural diversity; healthy lifestyles; 

community participation; enterprise; global dimension and sustainable 

development • Technology and media.

CROSS CURRICULAR identity and cultural diversity; healthy lifestyles; 

community participation; enterprise; global dimension and sustainable 

development • Technology and media.

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of news media and 

be able to recognize bias

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to evaluate the reliability and accuracy of news media and 

be able to recognize bias

PLTS

• Team workers • E!ective participators

PLTS

• Team workers • E!ective participators

STARTER

Choose 1 example from each 

group on the ‘list of nations’ 

sheet and ask students to list 

what they know about people 

from those countries/ 

continents.

MAIN

Now ask students to think about 

the SOURCE  of their knowledge 

e.g. family/TV/religious leaders/

internet/friends.

Then model prioritizing which is 

most important to you, 

explaining your reasons as you 

go.

Now ask students to do the 

same.  If you are confident with 

using ‘talk triads’ then use.

REFLECTION

Discuss what importance 

students therefore give in terms 

of trust and truth to electronic 

media such as TV, internet and 

radio.

FOLLOW-UP

Students to research: how does 

information about Islam or 

people from Muslim countries 

reach us?

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• List of nations

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• List of nations

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• List of nations

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• List of nations



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

CITIZENSHIP/PSE-Exploring Equality

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

CITIZENSHIP/PSE-Exploring Equality

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Creativity and critical thinking.

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Creativity and critical thinking.

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

have established a common identity amongst themselves

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

have established a common identity amongst themselves

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Self-managers

PLTS

• Creative thinkers • Self-managers

STARTER

Give pupils 6 photos of famous 

people e.g. Michael Jackson, Barack 

Obama etc.  Ask students to sort/

group pictures into as many 

di!erent categories as possible in 2 

minutes.  

Now model labeling these 

categories e.g. age/sex/gender/

religion/ heritage etc. Pupils do the 

same and then each group feeds 

back.

MAIN

Through discussion elicit from pupils 

the fact that each person in the photos 

is multi-faceted and each person has at 

least one thing in common with others.

Now watch part 1 and 2 of ‘She’s a 

Thoroughly Modern Muslim )see links 

page(.  

Jigsaw exercise- each group of 

students is allocated a task and should 

complete relevant columns on 

worksheet . 

Jigsaw feedback between groups.

Now ask students whether they can now 

group themselves into categories

REFLECTION

Give students statement cards that 

begin ‘All Muslims...’ and ask them 

to find a counterexample to 

challenge each statement.

EXTENSION: Give some students 

the statement:

‘All Muslims…’ and ask them to 

complete the sentence with 

something that they think no one 

will be able to challenge )hopefully 

no one will-you might have to be 

ready to think on your feet!(

FOLLOW-UP

Students research celebrities 

who are Muslim

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photos • Access to computer, projector and speakers to show clips from ‘She’s a Thoroughly Modern Muslim’ • Worksheet • Statement cards 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photos • Access to computer, projector and speakers to show clips from ‘She’s a Thoroughly Modern Muslim’ • Worksheet • Statement cards 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photos • Access to computer, projector and speakers to show clips from ‘She’s a Thoroughly Modern Muslim’ • Worksheet • Statement cards 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Photos • Access to computer, projector and speakers to show clips from ‘She’s a Thoroughly Modern Muslim’ • Worksheet • Statement cards 



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 

ART-Fashion and society

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 

ART-Fashion and society

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity  • Creativity and critical thinking

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity  • Creativity and critical thinking

LEARNING INTENTIONS

students will explore how they expect to be treated in society

LEARNING INTENTIONS

students will explore how they expect to be treated in society

PLTS

•  Creative thinkers  •  Reflective learners • Team workers 

PLTS

•  Creative thinkers  •  Reflective learners • Team workers 

STARTER

Give students ‘fashion photos’ 

resource and/or a selection of  

celebrity and fashion magazines 

)e.g. Heat, OK, Elle, Vogue etc(.  Ask 

students to flick through and select 

three outfits or garments that they 

think women would like to wear and 

three that they think women would 

not want to wear.

Take feedback and discuss why 

they think women would/would not 

want to wear the outfits they have 

chosen.  Ensure that at least some 

discussion of the hijab and niqab 

takes place

MAIN

Give out ask task cards to students 

and ask them to read. 

Provide a range of multimedia for 

students to use and A3 paper.

In pairs )preferably boy-girl(, using 

the materials provided, students 

should design an outfit that does 

not cover the chest but which they 

would be happy wearing.

REFLECTION

Ask students to present their work to 

the class and discuss whether they 

would be happy wearing what they have 

come up with in public.

Now reveal to students that this place 

actually exists-the town of Cap d’Agde 

in the south of France and that there is 

an area of town where, not only are you 

not allowed to cover your chest, but 

where nudity is obligatory.

Now ask students how they would feel if 

they were made to expose a part of 

their body which they prefer to cover up  

for modesty.  Encourage students to 

draw parallels with forbidding women 

to wear the hijab or niqab.

FOLLOW-UP

Explore the work of Hana Tajiba 

Simpson and Sarah Elenany, 

both of whom have their own 

fashion labels designing high 

fashion clothes for women who 

wear the hijab.  Also read Jana 

Kossiabati’s blog ‘Hijab Style’ to 

find out about ‘Hijabistas’: 

Muslim women who are 

committed to fashion and style.

RESOURCE CHECKLIST  • Photos • Selection of fashion magazines • Task cardsRESOURCE CHECKLIST  • Photos • Selection of fashion magazines • Task cardsRESOURCE CHECKLIST  • Photos • Selection of fashion magazines • Task cardsRESOURCE CHECKLIST  • Photos • Selection of fashion magazines • Task cards



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

SCIENCE-‘Our profiles’ School link project

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

SCIENCE-‘Our profiles’ School link project

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• identity and cultural diversity • Community participation

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• identity and cultural diversity • Community participation

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Self-managers 

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Self-managers 

STARTER

Pupils are introduced to the idea 

that they will be ‘buddied’ with 

someone in the same age group but 

in a di!erent class at a very 

di!erent school. Tell them that 

initially they will be communicating 

via ‘blind email’ so that they don’t 

know each other’s cultural identity.

MAIN

Pupils measure and record the 

following information in an initial 

email:

tongue rolling Y/N

ear lobe joining Y/N

hand span

height

feet size

hair type

hobby 

musical interests

religion

number of siblings

favourite food

REFLECTION

Pupils exchange initial data and 

identify similarities di!erences.  

What kind of a person do you think 

your buddy is?

Students should write a short 

prediction on mini-whiteboards.

FOLLOW-UP

Complete ‘Predictions’ worksheet 

for homework.

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• ICT access  • Rulers  • Measuring tape  • ‘Predictions’ worksheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• ICT access  • Rulers  • Measuring tape  • ‘Predictions’ worksheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• ICT access  • Rulers  • Measuring tape  • ‘Predictions’ worksheet

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• ICT access  • Rulers  • Measuring tape  • ‘Predictions’ worksheet



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

SCIENCE-‘Our profiles’ School link project

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

SCIENCE-‘Our profiles’ School link project

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Healthy lifestyles • Community 

participation

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Healthy lifestyles • Community 

participation

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

feel a greater sense of solidarity and community cohesion

have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Self-managers • E!ective participators

PLTS

• Independent enquirers • Self-managers • E!ective participators

STARTER

Pupils will begin to research 

other similarities and 

di!erences: set up carousel 

experiments measuring: 

• heart rate

• reaction times before and after 

ca!eine intake

• chemical taste )with 

phenylthiocarbamide liquid( 

MAIN

Pupils measure and record this 

new information.

REFLECTION

Now share this final information 

then set up web cam link.  Pupils 

try to identify their ‘buddy’ from 

the profile of information they 

have.

FOLLOW-UP

How did students get on?  Was 

their buddy how they expected?  

Why/why not?

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Ca!eine drink • Phenylthiocarbamide liquid • ICT Access with web cam link

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Ca!eine drink • Phenylthiocarbamide liquid • ICT Access with web cam link

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Ca!eine drink • Phenylthiocarbamide liquid • ICT Access with web cam link

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Ca!eine drink • Phenylthiocarbamide liquid • ICT Access with web cam link



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

MATHS-manipulating data

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

MATHS-manipulating data

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Technology and media • Creativity and 

critical thinking

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Technology and media • Creativity and 

critical thinking

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

to use data manipulation skills to test and challenge those beliefs which students 

assume are self-evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

to use data manipulation skills to test and challenge those beliefs which students 

assume are self-evident

PLTS

• Creative thinkers  • Reflective learners • Team workers 

PLTS

• Creative thinkers  • Reflective learners • Team workers 

STARTER

In groups of 4,  give students the 

‘Lesson 12-Map’ and access to 

population data for the county in 

which you live. Using these, 

students should estimate how 

many Muslims lived in the area a( in 

2001 and b( now.

Now ask pupils to discuss how they 

decided on their estimates.

Pupils to snowball their estimations 

and record each group’s data.

MAIN

Pupils now choose and use a 

method to suitably represent their 

data )pie chart, bar graph etc( to 

show each group’s estimates.

DIFFERENTIATION: Data 

representation methods; give out 

frames for recording/representing 

data

Once compiled, pupils should find 

an average and a range etc.

Ask each table to discuss how and 

why they decided to represent their 

information as they did.

REFLECTION

Now introduce the actual figures for 

2001 )use http://www.brin.ac.uk/

figures/Census2001Maps.shtml(.

How would we represent the data 

now that we know the real figures?

FOLLOW-UP

Find two )or more( surveys that give 

data about the Muslim population 

of di!erent coutries and compare 

the ways in which data is presented.  

Is it biased? Why/why not?

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Map • Population data 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Map • Population data 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Map • Population data 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Map • Population data 



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

PE and LANGUAGES-National teams )all of the below is taught in 

French(

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

PE and LANGUAGES-National teams )all of the below is taught in 

French(

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Healthy lifestyles

CROSS CURRICULAR 

• Identity and cultural diversity • Healthy lifestyles

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-evident

PLTS

• Team workers  • Reflective learners • E!ective participators

PLTS

• Team workers  • Reflective learners • E!ective participators

STARTER

Pupils watch video of France/

Denmark World Cup 2007 handball 

game )see links page(.

Small group discussion: what are 

the key skills and characteristics 

needed to play the game at 

international level?

Scribe records answers on 

whiteboard and Spokesperson 

gives feedback to group.

Pupils to record class responses on 

IWB/flipchart for use later in lesson.

MAIN

Pupils remain in same groups and 

are allocated a national handball 

team )LIST NEEDED(.  

The group should then research 

and determine how the members 

learnt and developed the required 

skills and characteristics identified 

in the starter.

Use research guidance sheet to 

record findings.

REFLECTION

Each group presents findings using 

a range of visual and audio 

methods )powerpoint/posters/ 

DVD(

Final key question posed:

Was race or religion a determining 

factor in the selection procedure?

FOLLOW-UP

Learning to play the game! )In 

French!(

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Video )see link page • List of handball teams • Research guidance sheet 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Video )see link page • List of handball teams • Research guidance sheet 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Video )see link page • List of handball teams • Research guidance sheet 

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Video )see link page • List of handball teams • Research guidance sheet 



LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

REFLECTING ON OUTCOMES

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY

REFLECTING ON OUTCOMES

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Community participation

CROSS CURRICULAR

• Identity and cultural diversity • Community participation

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-evident

LEARNING INTENTIONS-STUDENTS WILL:

be able to challenge and test those beliefs which they think to be self-evident

PLTS

• Reflective learners • E!ective participators

PLTS

• Reflective learners • E!ective participators

STARTER

Give students individual 

whiteboards ad ask them to spend 

3 minutes jotting down anything 

they have learnt or found 

interesting during the project.

Take feedback and discuss any 

arising issues.

MAIN

Students retrieve their ‘MY 

TARGETS’ sheet from Lesson 3 and 

reread.  Now ask students to find at 

least two pieces of evidence to 

show that they have achieved each 

of the outcomes they set for 

themselves )you may need to model 

this so that they are confident 

about what would constitute 

‘evidence’.  Emphasise to students 

that it could be a discussion they 

had or an activity they did as well as 

a piece of work they produced.

REFLECTION

Ask students to self-assess how 

successful they have been at 

achieving their targets.  You may 

want to ask them to give themselves 

a grade )based on descriptors of 

your choice( or you may prefer to 

ask them to comment on which they 

think they achieved and which they 

think they are still working towards.

Finally: ask students to write a 

message on the giant sheet of paper 

to summarise the most important 

thing they have learnt. You may 

want to then display this in the 

school for other students to see.

FOLLOW-UP

This could be used as a stimulus 

for a larger project/piece of work 

on the theme of ‘Change’, looking 

at how their own attitudes have 

changed as a result of these 

lessons or looking at what they 

think could be changed in society 

to challenge Islamophobia.

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Individual whiteboards • ‘My Targets’ sheet from Lesson 3 • Giant sheet of paper of length of wallpaper

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Individual whiteboards • ‘My Targets’ sheet from Lesson 3 • Giant sheet of paper of length of wallpaper

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Individual whiteboards • ‘My Targets’ sheet from Lesson 3 • Giant sheet of paper of length of wallpaper

RESOURCE CHECKLIST

• Individual whiteboards • ‘My Targets’ sheet from Lesson 3 • Giant sheet of paper of length of wallpaper



Lesson1: Introducing Concepts

‘SOCIAL SIMULATION’

Overview

This simulation activity is designed to enable students to experience living in an imagined social construct inhabited by people belonging to 

three main age groups: 11-18; 18-34 and 35-60.  Students will be divided into groups and each group will be given a di!erent identity and 

a di!erent set of ‘life cards’ depending on the identity of the group.  These ‘life cards’ will represent necessary resources )money, food and 

shelter(; services )education, healthcare and leisure facilities( and rights )justice, freedom and equality( to enable individuals to live 

successfully in society.  Each group’s aim is to secure enough ‘life cards’ so that each member of their group has one of each type, thus 

securing access to all of the fundamental resources, services and rights for living well.  From each of the groups, one student will also be 

selected as the ‘Guardian’ who will help to frame the context for the simulation.

After the initial setup and introduction, the groups will be given the opportunity to interact; their aim is to negotiate and trade their life 

cards.  However, during the simulation, the ‘Guardians’ will introduce a number of di!erent scenarios which will a!ect the context in which 

students can negotiate and trade.  These scenarios are designed to resemble real-life scenarios which may a!ect certain ethnic, religious 

and social groupings.

After all the scenarios have been played out, the Guardians will close trading and each group will be asked to reflect on their position and 

speculate about reasons for their success or failure to secure enough life cards for every member of the group.  Finally, the debrief session 

will allow teachers and students to explore the real-life context for the scenarios faced by groups . It is envisaged that the simulation itself 

will take one hour and the debrief session will take up to one hour extra.  Ideally, these two sessions will take place back-to-back, but if this 

is not possible it may be helpful to film some parts of the simulation to enable easier reflection and more constructive feedback.  In order to 

ensure that the simulation does not run over one hour, it is essential that a stopwatch is used and timings are complied with throughout.



Simulation instructions

The students are divided first into three equal groups to represent the three age bandings; each of these is then divided again in two to 

represent the two genders, forming a total of six groups.  Finally, the pupils within each of these six groups are divided by a ratio of 4:1 

giving a final total of twelve groups, six of which will be substantially larger than the other six )see next page for diagram(.  From the larger 

groups, one student should be selected from each to be the ‘Guardian’; the six Guardians then form their own subgroup and are numbered 

as per the numbers on the diagram overleaf.  )NB: Students who are selected as the Guardians will be required to read aloud to the entire 

class and you may therefore want to select students who are happy and confident to do this(.

Each group is issued with their identity cards and life cards )NB The Guardians each receive the same identity card as that of the group from 

which they came, ensuring that the larger group from each gender and age range receives representation, whilst the other does not(.  The 

Guardians are also issued with a briefing card.  Students should all be given 3 minutes to read their cards and discuss tactics.  The Guardians 

should then read aloud CARD 1 in the order indicated on their card.  The simulation activity then begins when signaled by the Guardians.

Groups are given 3 minutes to begin negotiations and trading.  At the end of the 3 minutes, trading should pause and Guardian 1 reads 

Scenario Card 1.  The actions on the card must be followed by students before trading can recommence.  Once the Guardians are happy that 

the actions have been followed, trading starts again for another 3 minutes.  During this time, it is likely that the group who have just been 

a!ected by the scenario may react and it would be wise to monitor them closely, intervening if necessary.

After 3 more minutes, trading is paused once again and Guardian 2 reads Scenario Card 2.  As before, the actions on the card must be 

followed and then the simulation continue as previously.  This pattern is repeated until all the Guardians have read their Scenario Cards.  

After the final Scenario Card is read, trading recommences for a final  3 minutes before it is closed.   Each group should immediately be 

allowed some time to discuss amongst themselves how the simulation went and to share their experiences with one another.



Male A1: Male 11-17 

11-17 B1: Male 11-17

11-17 Female A2: Female 11-17 

11-17 B2: Male 11-17

Male A3: Male 18-24 

All students 18-24 B3: Male 18-24

18-24 Female A4: Female 18-24

18-24 B4: Female 18-24

Male A5: Male 25-60

25-60 B5: Male 25-60

25-60 Female A6: Female 25-60

25-60 B6: Female 25-60



LIFE CARDS

LIFE CARD:

MONEY

LIFE CARD:

ACCOMMODATION

LIFE CARD:

FOOD and DRINK

LIFE CARD:

HEALTHCARE

LIFE CARD:

EDUCATION

LIFE CARD:

LEISURE

LIFE CARD:

JUSTICE

LIFE CARD:

FREEDOM

LIFE CARD:

EQUALITY



IDENTITY CARDS:

GROUP: A1                                                          GENDER: Male                                         AGE: 11-17 

You represent white, British, teenage boys.  You attend your local comprehensive school.  You enjoy playing a range of 

sports at your local leisure centre and also use the skate park that has just been built by the council. You go on holiday 

every summer and have visited destinations such as Spain, Turkey and America.  You live in a 3 bedroom semi-detached 

house and have your own bedroom.  Your favourite food is pizza which is lucky as this pretty much the only thing that 

the school canteen sells. You are doing well in all your subjects at school and hope to go to university after you finish 

school.  To help you to achieve this your parents want to send you to the Church of England school 2 miles away from 

your house as the GCSE and A Level results are better here.

GROUP: B1                                                          GENDER: Male                                         AGE: 11-17

You represent first generation British muslim teenage boys.  You were born in Britain after your parents moved to the UK 

20 years ago.  Your parents are both professionals and moved here to work for the NHS )National Health Service(.  You 

attend your local comprehensive school.  You enjoy playing a range of sports at your local leisure centre and also use the 

local skate park that has just been built by the council.  You go on holiday every summer but your parents’ passports 

mean that you cannot visit America, where you really want to go.  You live in a 3 bedroom semi-detached house and 

have your own bedroom.  Your favourite food is pizza which is lucky as this pretty much the only thing that the school 

canteen sells. You are doing well in all your subjects at school and hope to go to university after you finish school.  You 

are hoping to go to sixth form at the new Islamic faith school which is due to be built down the road from you as research 

has shown that muslim boys can achieve better A Level results in faith schools.



GROUP: A2                                                          GENDER: Female                                         AGE: 11-17

You represent white, British, teenage girls.  You attend your local comprehensive school.  You enjoy playing a range of 

sports at your local leisure centre and also use the local skate park that has just been built by the council.  You go on 

holiday every summer and have visited destinations such as Spain, Turkey and America.  You live in a 3 bedroom semi-

detached house and have your own bedroom. You love fashion and spend lots of your spare time reading fashion 

magazines.  You hate having to wear school uniform but you try to get away with customizing it to your own style.

GROUP: B2                                                          GENDER: Female                                         AGE: 11-17

You represent first generation, British, muslim, teenage girls.  You were born in Britain after your parents moved to the 

UK 20 years ago.  Your parents are both professionals and moved here to work for the NHS )National Health Service(.  

You attend your local comprehensive school.  You enjoy playing a range of sports at your local leisure centre and also 

use the local skate park that has just been built by the council.  You go on holiday every summer but your parents’ 

passports mean that you cannot visit America, where you really want to go.  You live in a 3 bedroom semi-detached 

house and have your own bedroom. You love fashion and spend lots of your spare time reading fashion magazines.  You 

don’t mind having to wear school uniform but you’d prefer it if you didn’t have to.  You choose to wear the hijab )a 

headscarf to cover your hair(.



GROUP: A3                                                       GENDER: Male                                         AGE: 18-24

You represent white, British young men.  You left school at 18 after taking your A Levels.  You haven’t been able to get a 

job since then and have spent more and more time going out with your mates.  You enjoy going clubbing and sometimes 

take drugs including, in the last few months, cocaine.  You are claiming jobseekers’ allowance )benefits( but you don’t 

have much money because you spend it all on going out.  You are frustrated that you can’t get a job.  You want to work, 

but aall the jobs that you do find are very badly paid and sound boring.  You are not sure how to improve your life.

GROUP: B3                                                       GENDER: Male                                         AGE: 18-24

You represent first generation, British, muslim young men.  You were born in Britain after your parents moved to the UK 

25 years ago.  Your parents are both professionals and moved here to work for the NHS )National Health Service(.  You 

left school at 18 after taking your A Levels.  You haven’t been able to get a job since then and have spent more and more 

time going out with your mates.  You enjoy going clubbing and sometimes take drugs including, in the last few months, 

cocaine.  You are claiming jobseekers’ allowance )benefits( but you don’t have much money because you spend it all on 

going out.  You are frustrated that you can’t get a job.  You want to work, but all the jobs that you do find are very badly 

paid and sound boring.  You are not sure how to improve your life.

GROUP: A4                                                       GENDER: Female                                         AGE: 18-24

You represent white, British young women.  You did well at school and achieved 8 GCSEs and 3 A Levels.  You have just 

completed a degree in Business at a good university in London where you now live.  You have been looking for a job 

since you graduated 2 months ago and have had 3 interviews so far.  The first two were unsuccessful but you thought 

the third interview went a bit better. You are now waiting to hear whether or not you got the job.



GROUP: B4                                                                           GENDER: Female                                                                      AGE: 18-24

You represent first-generation, British, Muslim young women.  You did well at school and achieved eight GCSEs and three A 

Levels.  You have just completed a degree in Business at a good university in London where you now live.  You achieved one of 

the highest results in your year and you were awarded a First for your degree )the highest you can get at university(.  You also 

did a three month work experience placement with Barclays Bank.  You have been looking for a job since you graduated two 

months ago and have had three interviews so far.  The first two were unsuccessful but you thought the third interview went a 

bit better.  You are now waiting to hear whether or not you got the job.

GROUP: A5                                                                           GENDER: Male                                                                      AGE: 24-60

You represent professional British men.  You work as an engineer for a big, well-known company and you are successful in 

your job.  You work hard and earn quite good money.  You enjoy work, particularly the social side, and have several good 

mates at work.  Outside of work you have a partner and 2 children.  You like playing football and going to the theatre in your 

spare time.  However, your biggest passion in life is food and cookery.  One of the highlights of you day is having lunch in the 

canteen at work with your mates.

GROUP: B6                                                                           GENDER: Male                                                                      AGE: 24-60

You represent professional, Muslim men born outside the UK. You work as an engineer for a big, well-known company and 

you are successful in your job.  You work hard and earn quite good money.  You enjoy work, particularly the social side, and 

have several good mates at work.  Outside of work you have a partner and 2 children.  You like playing football and going to 

the theatre in your spare time.  However, your biggest passion in life is food and cookery.  In your old job, one of the highlights 

of you day was having lunch in the canteen at work with your mates.  However, at this company the canteen doesn’t serve any 

food that you can eat so you have lunch at your desk on your own.



GROUP: A6                                                                           GENDER: Female                                                                      AGE: 24-60

You represent professional British women.  You have a partner and one child and live in a 3 bedroom semi-detached house.  

Your partner works but you not worked since you had your first child.  You receive income support and child tax credit as 

benefits because you do not work,  You spend your spare time shopping or meeting up with friends.  Luckily, your mum pays 

for you and the family to go on holiday each summer to destinations including Turkey, Spain and Florida.  You don’t really like 

England and wish that you could live in Spain.  You particularly dislike the royal family and think that they are a waste of time 

and cost too much money.

GROUP: B6                                                                           GENDER: Female                                                                      AGE: 24-60

You represent professional Muslim women born outside the UK.  You are married and have one child.  You moved to the UK 5 

years ago shortly after your daughter was born.  You work full time as an NHS doctor and have paid taxes ever since you 

arrived in the UK.   Your partner also works and you do not receive any income support or benefits of any kind.   You love living 

in the UK and in your spare time you help with reading at your daughter’s primary school.  You hope to become a British 

citizen.



Scenario 1-)Guardian for Group A1 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All of the students in groups A1 and B1 have been hoping to change school for Sixth Form.  Group A students: you 

wanted to go to the Church of England school down the road from you,  Group B students: you wanted to go to the new 

faith school that is supposed to be built nearby.  Congratulations to Group A students!  You have got a place at the school 

you wanted and will be going there in September.  Unlucky Group B students: I’m afraid that the new faith school isn’t 

going to be built anymore so you will either have to stay at your current school or travel one hour by bus to go to the 

nearest faith school

ACTION: Group B students must hand over all of their Life Cards for EDUCATION to Group A.

Scenario 2-)Guardian for Group A2 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All of the students in groups A2 and B2 love fashion and like to look good.  Group A students: you always customize your 

school uniform to make it look better and today you are wearing your own T shirt under your school jumper and your new 

shoes and earrings, which are both against school rules.  Group B students: you are wearing your school uniform 

correctly and usually wear shalwar kameeze )trousers and a tunic( in the school colours with a headscarf.  Recently you 

have decided to start wearing  jilbab, an ankle length dress with a headscarf.  Congratulations Group A students!  You 

have managed to get away for the fifth day in a row with no teachers telling you to take your earrings out or change your 

t-shirt.  Group B students I’m afraid it’s not good news: the headteacher has called your parents and informed them that 

they will not allow students to wear jilbab in school.  You are sent home and told that you may only come back when you 

go back to wearing shalwar kameez.

ACTION: Group B students must hand over all of their Life Cards for EQUALITY to Group A.



Scenario 3-)Guardian for Group A3 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All of the people in groups A3 and B3 have been partying hard lately and are out of work.  Last night you went out 

clubbing again and on the way home you and your group of friends got stopped by the police who were doing a random 

stop and search in the centre of town.  Group A , you were found in possession of cocaine which you had been taking 

earlier in the evening. You were arrested and told that you would be held by the police for up to two days. Group B, you 

were frightened when you saw the police on the street as one of your friends was given a hard time recently by a 

policeman.  You refused to stop and ran from them.  They caught you and you have now been arrested on suspicion of 

involvement with terrorist activity.  You can now be held by police for up to 28 days.  

ACTION: Group A students must give up half their Life Cards for JUSTICE and Group B students must give up all of their 

Life Cards for JUSTICE.

Scenario 4-)Guardian for Group A4 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All of the people in groups A4 and B4 have been hunting for jobs recently and had an interview last week.  Group A: you 

thought the interview went quite well.  Group B: you thought the interview went quite well too and also have lots of work 

experience with a good company.  You are now about to find out who got the job... Congratulations to everyone in Group 

A!  You have been given the job.  Unlucky Group B: you will have to keep looking.

ACTION: Group B students must hand over all of their Life Cards for MONEY to group A students.



Scenario 5-)Guardian for Group A5 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All the people in this group are food lovers.  The canteen at work has asked you to make suggestions for improvements.  

Group A: you said that you would like to see two more new types of pizza because you find the pepperoni one they have on the 

menu boring.  Group B: you said that you would like them to o!er halal meat because there isn’t anything you can currently 

eat on the menu and you have to bring your own lunch every day.  You would prefer to be sociable and eat with your 

workmates in the canteen. Congratulations Group A!  The canteen has decided that it will put more pizzas on the menu 

because these are popular and sell very well.  Sorry Group B: there are only two other people who want halal meat on the menu 

so the canteen aren’t going to make the changes you wanted.

ACTION: Group B students must hand over all of their Life Cards for FOOD AND DRINK to Group A students.

Scenario 6-)Guardian for Group A6 please read this loudly and clearly to all students(.

All of the people in this group want to go on holiday this summer to Florida in the USA.  Group A: you already have a UK 

passport which allows you to travel freely to America.  You are realy glad of this because you hate the UK and like to get away 

as often as you can. Group B: you are not British Citizens despite living and working in the UK for over 5 years so you will need 

to take the UK Citizenship Test to decide whether you can become a British Citizen and gain a passport.  You are very 

committed to being a UK citizen and hope that your love of the country will help you to pass.  Group A: you come across the 

questions from the test in a newspaper and test yourself.  Group B: you go to the test centre and take the test properly.  Guess 

what?  Group A: you failed the test miserably with only 20% of questions answered correctly.  It doesn’t matter though 

because you can still go on holiday!  Group B: I’m afraid you achieved 73% but you needed 75% to pass.  You can retake the 

test but you won’t get a passport until you pass the test.  You are not going on your dream holiday.

ACTION: Group B students must hand over all their Life Cards for FREEDOM to Group A students.



GROUP  A2 and B2

In a recent case in this country, where a 15 year-old Muslim girl, Shabina, 

was denied permission to wear a jilbab to school, the judge questioned who 

had put her up to it. In giving his judgement the judge suggested Shabina 

had been influenced by her older brother and questioned why he spoke for 

her – as if it was a crime for a brother to support his sister. The school with 

its 80% Muslim population, allows the wearing of shalwar kameeze with 

scarf, but it refused the jilbab which is essentially an ankle length dress 

with scarf. As with all faiths, Muslims enjoy a diversity of interpretation as 

to what level of modesty is appropriate. Rather than acknowledge this and 

allow the extra 18 inches of cloth that distinguished a jilbab from a kameez, 

the school punished Shabina, a gifted pupil who had come top of her class. 

She lost 2 years of her education after the school vindictively blocked her 

getting a home tutor.  

Astonishingly the head teacher argued in court that by wearing jilbab, 

Shabina would negatively a!ect the other pupils! The argument went that 

other girls would also wish to wear jilbab and soon two groups would form 

with the ones wearing jilbab being regarded as “better Muslims” and so to 

avoid division Shabina was sacrificed!

The fact that the judge accepted this argument and found in favour of the 

school sets a very dangerous precedent and brings the UK closer to France 

where there is now an outright ban on hijab.

 

Denbigh High School banned 

Shabina Begum from wearing jilbab 

for political reasons - the 

head teacher associated it with

a more "radical" Islam than the

shalwar kameeze which it allowed.



Group A3 and B3

Although o!cial data is collected only in the basis of ethnicity and not religion, between 2001-2002 and 2002-2003, the 

number of Caucasians stopped and searched under anti-terrorism laws increased by 118%, while the corresponding increase for 

Asians was 302%.  Many Muslims are also worried about the shoot-to-kill guidelines issued to police in 2002, but which inly 

came to light in July 2005 after London police killed a 27-year-old Brazilian who they mistakenly believed was a suicide bomber.



Group A4 and B4

‘Employers discriminate against Muslims, study finds’ 

 The Independent, Tuesday 23 November 2010 by Steve Connor, Science Editor     )extract(

Muslims are the most disadvantaged faith group in the UK labour market, su!ering disproportionate levels of unemployment 

)about 15% in comparison to the overall UK unemployment rate of roughly 5%( and economic inactivity,  They are also over-

concentrated in certain low-paying sectors of the economy, such as the hotel and restaurant industry.

Young Muslims are at an even higher risk of being unemployed.  Muslims aged between 16 and 24 have the highest jobless rates 

of any group and are more that twice as likely to be unemployed compared to Christians of the same age, with a jobless rate of 

28% compared with 11%, according to the O"ce of National Statistics.



Group A5 and B5

This requestions was made in the Houses of Parliament in 2006 by Yasmin Ataullah, Asad Rehman and Lara 

Sami who all worked for George Galloway MP

!!1.!!We write on behalf of many Muslim members of sta! within the Palace of Westminster with a request for 

you to consider using halal meat in the Refreshment Department. There are a number of Muslims working 

within the parliamentary estate, both as House of Commons sta!, and as MP's sta!.

!!2.!!We would very much like to be able to choose from the entire menu, rather than always having to opt for 

the vegetarian meals on the menu. I am sure that the four Muslim Members of the House of Commons would 

appreciate this as well as the many Muslims working within the parliamentary estate. 

!!3.!!I would be grateful if you would seriously consider catering for the needs of all parliamentary sta! by 

introducing the use of halal meat.

!!4.!!I am aware that the Refreshment Department already has arrangements for the supply of halal meat when 

catering for functions sponsored by MPs. As such, I believe that the introduction of halal meat for our 

canteens would not be too troublesome.

-Halal meat was introduced but, when since people have discovered that it is used in the canteen there has 

been great protest over the methods used to kill the animals.  Many people are angry that halal meat is now 

used and are campaigning for its use to be limited.



Group A6 and B6

As one of Britain's top historians, Dominic Sandbrook has impeccable credentials, including a first-class history 

degree from Oxford and a prize-winning PhD from Cambridge. And as the author of two hugely acclaimed bestsellers 

on Britain, he ought to know as much as anybody about the society we live in. But when the Mail asked him to sit the 

o!cial test for those wanting to become British citizens, the results weren't what he expected...

...this week I had a go at the latest version of the Home O!ce's UK Citizenship Test, a multiple- choice exam that all 

applicants must sit if they want to become British citizens.

Devised by David Blunkett when he was Home Secretary, the test costs £34, takes 45 minutes and involves 24 

questions. Those taking the exam need to study a special textbook, Life In The United Kingdom, which you might 

expect to have everything you need to know about our national culture - though you would be wrong.

...I was so confident that I would pass that I attempted double the usual number of questions, convinced I would sail 

through with flying colours.

My feeble score in the UK Citizenship Test - just 27 right answers out of 48 - shows I lack 'su!cient knowledge of life 

in the United Kingdom'.

SOURCE:  http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237054/How-I-failed-citizen-test-questions-

political-correctness-claim-benefits-.html#ixzz1Ck59VeH0 )extract(

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237054/How-I-failed-citizen-test-questions-political-correctness-claim-benefits-.html#ixzz1Ck59VeH0
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237054/How-I-failed-citizen-test-questions-political-correctness-claim-benefits-.html#ixzz1Ck59VeH0
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237054/How-I-failed-citizen-test-questions-political-correctness-claim-benefits-.html#ixzz1Ck59VeH0
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1237054/How-I-failed-citizen-test-questions-political-correctness-claim-benefits-.html#ixzz1Ck59VeH0


Reflection Sheet-Lesson 2

1: How confident did you feel at the 

start about winning?

2: How fair was the scenario that 

a!ected you?

3: How did you feel at the end of the 

simulation?

4: How do the debrief notes explain 

what happened to your group?

5: Do you think the ‘B’ groups could 

have ever won?

6: How do you think you would feel if 

you were treated like this in real life?



Diamond 9 Cards: Lesson 3

We will be more active citizens.

We will be able to distinguish between discrimination and victimization.

We will have explored the idea that everyone is equal and of equal value.

We will be able to challenge and test those beliefs which we think are obvious.

We will be able to confidently challenge islamophobia.

We will want to do as we would be done by.

We will feel a greater sense of friendship, security and belonging in our 
community.
We will have found a common identity amongst ourselves.

We will be able to evaluate the how reliable and accurate news media is and be 
able to recognize when people are biased.



MY TARGETS: Lesson 3

Complete the following information to create your personalised plan for what you 

want the outcome of your work to be.

By the end of this project, I want to... I want to have achieved this because... I will know I have achieved this if...

be able to distinguish between discrimination 

and victimization

I have heard people using both of these words 

but I’m not sure what the di!erence is.

I can explain to someone else what the words 

mean and pick out examples of each.



Tabloid Article-Lesson 4

Newspapers bend over backwards to distance the headbangers from mainstream British Muslims. It’s good manners, as well as good business. So 

sensitive are the authorities to accusations of ‘Islamophobia’ that even when Muslim gangsters of Pakistani origin are found guilty of raping white teenage 

girls, the police go out of their way to insist ludicrously that there was ‘no cultural, racial or religious’ motive’ despite all the evidence to the contrary.

That’s because we realise that our Muslim neighbours are as appalled as everyone else at the antics of the sociopaths who dedicate themselves to hatred 

and murder in the name of religion.

Most of the Muslims I know are from Pakistani or Turkish backgrounds. What they have in common is that they all identify as Londoners. Then again, I’m 

fortunate to live in a part of the world where people of all races and religious persuasions rub along well. The same can’t be said of some neighbourhoods 

in towns and cities, especially in the North of England, where the indigenous population has been supplanted by a hostile Muslim monoculture.

It is an incontrovertible fact that a sizeable number of Muslims pursue a separatist agenda and simply refuse to integrate into British society. Or that many 

mosques and madrassas in this country play host to extremist preachers of hate who aim to brainwash impressionable youngsters into joining the global 

jihad.  Self-appointed ‘community leaders’ continue to shield the crazies, rather than shop their ‘Muslim brothers’ to the police.

The problem is exacerbated by the huge increase in immigration under Labour. There are now almost three million Muslims living in Britain, an increase of 

50 per cent since 2001. Who voted for that? It can’t all be explained by a high birthrate. We are having to learn to live with this new reality, but is it any 

wonder there is suspicion when people see deranged Islamic extremists parading the streets waving placards calling for infidels to be beheaded and 

celebrating the deaths of British soldiers?  I can only begin to imagine what it was like to be an innocent young Muslim man going about his lawful 

business on the Underground in the wake of the July 7 bombings in 2005.

But it is to our collective credit that reprisals against Muslims have been few and far between. The British don’t hold all Muslims responsible for Al Qaeda-

inspired violence, any more than we blamed our Irish friends and neighbours for the worst excesses of the IRA. We spurn the poisonous incitements of Far 

Right politicians. After 9/11 and 7/7, we were urged to ‘reach out’ to Muslims. Some people thought maybe the ‘reaching out’ should come from the other 

direction. After all, these attacks were committed in the name of Islam, whoever was responsible.  

EXTRACT FROM: ‘What kind of dinner parties do you go to, Baroness?’ By Richard Littlejohn, Daily Mail 21st January 2011



TABLOID STATEMENTS-Lesson 4

She alleges that anti-Muslim prejudice has crossed the dinner party threshold and is socially acceptable.

Hostile Muslims who refuse to engage with British culture are making it di!cult for the two groups to live together

Most of us just think anyone who wears a burka in Britain is barking mad and wonder why someone who so utterly rejects our 

society and our liberal values would want to live here.

The last time we had a few friends round for a meal was over Christmas. 

There are now almost three million Muslims living in Britain, an increase of 50 per cent since 2001.

The problem is made worse by the huge increase in immigration under Labour.



Photographs:Lesson 5



Describing an Image:Lesson 5

Circle or highlight five adjectives from this list to describe 

your first thoughts about the person/people in the picture.  

Happy! ! ! ! American

Foreign! ! ! ! Threatening

Di!erent! ! ! ! Clever

Scary! ! ! ! ! English

Beautiful! ! ! ! Pakistani

Now see if you can add any more adjectives of your own to 

describe the person/people in more detail:

____________________________________

____________________________________

Circle or highlight five adjectives from this list to describe 

your first thoughts about the person/people in the picture. 

Happy! ! ! ! American

Foreign! ! ! ! Threatening

Di!erent! ! ! ! Clever

Scary! ! ! ! ! English

Beautiful! ! ! ! Pakistani

Now see if you can add any more adjectives of your own to 

describe the person/people in more detail:

____________________________________

____________________________________



RAHMA SALIE and MICHAEL THEODORIDIS

Rahma Salie, of Sri Lankan descent, grew up in Japan. Michael Theodoridis, of Greek descent, grew up in Switzerland. She was a Muslim; he 

converted to Islam before they married in 1998. They had received some good news a few months earlier.

Ms. Salie, 28, a graduate of Wellesley College, was chief operating o!cer of Cinoni, and Mr. Theodoridis, 32, a graduate of Boston 

University, was a technology consultant in Cambridge, Mass. They lived on the outskirts of Boston and were passengers on American 

Airlines Flight 11 on Sept. 11, on their way to a wedding in California. 

Abdullah Haydar worked for Mr. Theodoridis at I-Cube, and when they first met, he informed his boss that he needed to go to a mosque on 

Fridays at lunchtime. "He said, `Yeah, yeah I know,' but with a name like Michael Theodoridis, you would not necessarily expect that." 

Mr. Haydar remembers that he seemed to serve as Mr. Theodoridis's conscience during Ramadan, when Muslims are supposed to fast 

unless they are traveling. "He'd be in Germany during Ramadan, drinking a Coke, and he'd be like, `No, no, I just got here on the flight, I'm 

not not fasting," Mr. Haydar said. "It was a friendly thing between us." 

When Mr. Haydar last heard from him, Mr. Theodoridis told him how excited he was at the prospect of becoming a father. Ms. Salie was 

seven months' pregnant with their first child. 

Profile published in THE NEW YORK TIMES on July 14, 2002.

Muslim Victims of 9/11!Attack

In some cases, family members faced interrogations based on initial suspicions that their Muslim relatives were not victims, but were 

actually terrorists involved in the hijackings. For example, the mother and other family members of American Airlines flight #11 passenger, 

Rahma Salie, were barred from traveling to her memorial service. Her mother, Haleema, said, "I would like everyone to know that she was a 

Muslim, she is a Muslim and we are victims too, of this tragic incident.”

http://islam.about.com/od/terrorism/a/Muslim-Victims-Of-9-11-Attack.htm



MOHAMMED SALMAN HAMDANI
More than anything else, Mohammad Salman Hamdani wanted people to see him for who he truly was, not for who he seemed to be.

He was an American citizen, and he hated it when his two younger brothers teased him by saying, "Why don't you go back to Pakistan," where he had been 

born. He could not say the same to them because they were born in the United States after his family immigrated when he was 13 months old. 

He wanted to be seen as an all-American kid. He wore No. 79 on the high school football team in Bayside, Queens, where he lived, and liked to be called 

Sal. When he graduated from Queens College in 2001 and did not get into an American medical school, he refused to apply to schools in any other 

country. He told his parents he intended to be an American doctor. 

He became a research assistant at Rockefeller University and drove an ambulance part time. One Christmas he sang in Handel's "Messiah" in Queens. He 

saw all the "Star Wars" movies, and it was well known that his new Honda was the one with "Yung Jedi" license plates.

And yet, some people continued to see him as something he was not. After Mr. Hamdani, 23, disappeared on Sept. 11, ugly rumors circulated: he was a 

Muslim and worked in a lab; he might have been connected to a terrorist group. Months later the truth came out. Mr. Hamdani's remains had been found 

near the north tower, and he had gone there to help people he did not know. 

And then, at last, everyone could see Mr. Hamdani for what he truly was.

Profile published in THE NEW YORK TIMES on March 8, 2003.



List of nations: Lesson 6

North America

South Africa

Australia

Afghanistan

India

Germany

Russia



Photographs: : Lesson 7 







Worksheet: Lesson 7

HALEH ASIA FARHAT MARYAM

Family background and 

place of birth

Job/education

Attitude to UK

Attitude to Islam

Stereotypes/

discrimination 

experienced



Statement Cards: Lesson 7

All Muslims are non-white.

All Muslims are heterosexual.

All Muslims believe that terrorism is okay in some cases.

All Muslims wear a veil.

All Muslims pray five times a day.

All Muslims were born outside the UK.



  



Predictions Sheet-Lesson 9

! ! ! ! ! ! ! I think that my buddy...

! is called________________

comes from______________________

looks like___________________________

___________________________________

is interested in_______________

_________________



Lesson 12-Map

Estimate the Muslim population for 

the county you live in.



Research Guidelines-Lesson 12

Skill or characteristic needed 
to play at international level

Skill or characteristic? How team members learnt the 
skill

How team members 
developed the characteristic

Excellent hand-eye 
coordination.

Skill
• Practise with throwing and 
catching from a young age.
• Expert coaching in other ball 
sports e.g. tennis/squash etc.



LINKS:

LESSONS 7 and 8:

‘She’s a Thoroughly Modern Muslim’

PART 1:

http://muxlim.com/videos/hamda/shes-a-thoroughly-modern-muslim-part-1/

PART 2:

http://muxlim.com/videos/hamda/shes-a-throughly-modern-muslim-part-2/

LESSON 12:

France/Denmark World Cup 2007 match clip:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgXa1owD4JE&feature=related

NB: Commentary is in German so you may want to mute the sound 
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